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Abstract 

 

A Diary may include the person's experiences, thoughts and feelings. Writing a diary reduce stress and help to achieve goals. But 

nowadays people have not time for write a diary daily and also lazy to maintain it, so that there are many applications to maintain 

a diary easily. In this paper, a smart diary web application was developed for help user to maintain diary and keep their memories 

in it. All the people can use this web application. Advantage of this diary is users have so many features in one web application. 

This web application help user to maintain diary at anywhere and anytime. This web application help people to change their current 

mood. This diary has so many functionalities to help users like according to user's mood it gives suggestions & interact with user 

through asking some questions. User can also attach memories through photos and videos in their notes. Maintain daily expenses 

very important so that user have feature in this diary to control their daily expenses. This diary has feature like make To-Do list is 

help all user but especially it helps students more. They can easily made To-Do list in this diary and easy to achieve goals. And so, 

on functionalities have this diary. So, this diary can help to live life easy and smart. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart Diary is web application that will be helpful to users in maintain a diary easily and smartly. It will be easy to maintain and 

keep memories in this diary. It helps user to maintain diary at anywhere and anytime. User have so many functionalities in one 

web application like daily expenses, to-do list maker and so on. These features make user life easy and user also attach their 

memories and documents in this diary. This diary gives suggestions to user for change their mood. In this diary user can play 

music, read jokes, drawing, motivate through quotes, this type of suggestions user gets. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

As per research there are so many online websites and web applications but each have their own limitation. According to the 

current scenario, all application has some features but not have so many features. Some application has security problems and 

some have storage problems. Some web applications are too simple so user cannot interest to make diary. But I tried to solve these 

problems. This web application has too many features so that user can maintain diary easily. User can excited and enjoy to making 

a diary. 

 “Journey” is a decent web journal application. It has the essential features that are needed to maintain web journal. Its interface 

is light-weight and fast to load on mobile browsers. The best of all is that Journey is available on Android, Chrome, Mac OS, 

Windows and Journey, Cloud. Moreover, the Chrome app is more preferred than its web if you are using it on desktop. Journey 

syncs with Google Drive which means that your journal will be up to date on all platforms. 

 Web Features 

 View entries 

 Create/edit entries 

 Insert image, video or 360-degree panorama image 

 Map view 

 Delete entries 

 API, Email, Passcode 

Another search on “Diarium”. Diarium is the highest-rated journaling app in the Windows 10 App Store. Compared to other 

journaling apps on any platform, Diarium stands out for its support for multiple media types in journal entries. If users rather speak 

than type, user can dictate their thoughts and the speech recognition is actually accurate, in diary tests. User can attach an audio 

file, an inked drawing, or any other type of file to their entries, as well as multiple photos. Heck, User can even rate their journal 

entries (perhaps most useful as a way to track how happy you are each day).Diarium syncs to other Windows devices or Android 

via OneDrive and you can export your entries to DOCX, HTML, RTF, or TXT formats with separate files for media attachments 

so user can rest assured that their data will always be accessible. We found the syncing between Windows and Android instant and 

reliable. To make journaling even easier, Diarium can automatically pull in feeds from Twitter, Facebook, or Swarm and will 

remind user once a day (at your chosen time) to write in the journal. 
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 And last research on “Glimpses” Windows users have fewer journaling apps choices than Mac, iOS, and Android users, but 

that's not a big deal because the free Glimpses app has you covered with most of the journaling features, you'd want and then some. 

You can write in Markdown, export to PDF, drag and drop images into your entries, password protect your journal, tag entries, 

view entries from a timeline or calendar view, and sync across Windows devices via Dropbox. Glimpses offers a few unique 

features we didn't see in other journaling apps. One is the retro mode: Turn it on, and you can write a journal entry in a typewriter 

font along with clickety-clack sounds as you type. There's a dark mode as well, which is great for journaling at night, and a 

distraction-free writing mode that focuses on just your words. You can also create a shareable link to a journal entry, so your 

family, friends, and fans can catch up on what you've been up to outside of Facebook. One thing to note is that when you add an 

image to a journal entry in Glimpses, it adds it as a photo behind the journal heading, much like if this were a blog post. That's 

different than the inline photos in most journaling apps. Also, Glimpses doesn't have built-in reminders, but for a completely free, 

modern journaling app that works with Windows 7 and above, we're not complaining. IOS and Android versions are in the works. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Smart diary is web application which will work on all devices like mobile, laptop, tab. The main aim of this web application is 

help people who wants to maintain diary easily in their devices. After so many researches I found out that there is no such existing 

web application which have exactly same features like my web application. So that I am decided to developing web application 

which different and unique from other web applications. 

 Flow Chart 

 
Fig. 1: Flow Chart 
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 Way of Web Application Works 

 First page of web application is home page, in this page user will see features of web application or Sign In to diary. 

 If user have account then user can Sign In else user have to Sign Up in this web application. 

 Admin will add new account details or update old account details of user in database. 

 In main page face detection feature detect user face and recognise user's mood. 

 According to user's mood diary gives suggestions like play music, read jokes, drawing, motivate through quotes, etc. 

 Also, user can write about their mood and make it stories. 

 User can attach their memories through photos, videos and PDFs into notes. 

 User have features like write To-Do list, daily expenses. 

 User can also make simple notes and reminders. 

IV. FEATURES 

 Face detection and mood recognitions 

 According to mood gives suggestions 

 Play music 

 Read jokes 

 Motivation videos 

 Motivation quotes 

 Drawing 

 Make stories 

 Make a simple note 

 Attach photos and videos 

 Attach PDFs and files 

 Make To-Do list 

 Daily Expenses 

 Event reminders 

V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

Add more features and technologies like in notes, voice convert into text and text convert into voice technology, so that diary easily 

and fast maintains. 

 Make web application more reliable, better UI, easy navigational and user friendly. 

Add the best feature and function that makes diary smarter, faster and easier so that user can get best way to create and maintain 

diary. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Smart diary is web application that takes user experience to next level. As there is not any web application that have this type of 

all features. With the Face detection technology, I intend to give more features with interactive UI. Mood detection helps user to 

change to his/her mood. The concept of smart diary is to make a compatible, user friendly diary and make diary anytime, anywhere. 

Furthermore, user can attach their memories through photos, videos and experience to live better life. 
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